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Senior Mold Maker
Job Summary
Plan and organize the production of molds by reading and interpreting engineering CAD
files, performing mold-related calculations; spotting; assembly; dis-assembly; verifying
work piece material; and establishing and organizing the mold-building process.
Specific Responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

To work in a clean, safe, and organized manor, as outlined in the Health and
Safety Program; this includes crane use and training, as well as all material
handling
Assemble and dis-assemble molds
Size, fit, spot all components related to mold making process
An understanding of fitting and functionality of hot runner systems
Perform Engineering changes and repairs as outlined by production schedule
To assist when called upon to train apprentices on the proper use of tool room
machinery for the purpose of making mold components; this equipment includes
vertical milling machines (Bridgeport), surface grinders both manual and
automatic, horizontal lathe, cutter grinder and both vertical and horizontal saw
Willing and able to go on service calls to the customer facilities to perform
warranty work on our tooling including any troubleshooting
Perform all other duties as assigned

Knowledge and Skills:
•
•
•
•

Excellent customer service skills
Ability to work in a team environment
Strong problem solving and organizational skills, with the demonstrated ability to
meet deadlines
Excellent written and oral communication skills are required

Requirements:
•
•

Minimum of eight to ten (8-10) years’ experience in the plastic injection mold and
tooling industry
This position requires travel to the US, therefore only candidates who can show
proof of vaccination will be considered for the role
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Strengthening communities by advancing manufacturing.
Established in 1976, Reko Manufacturing Group has proven to be a leader in the tool
and mold manufacturing industry by focusing on innovation, technology and quality
paired with highly skilled professionals. Our key focus is soft trim, low compression
tooling for acoustics and carpet in the automotive sector. At Reko, we pride ourselves
on providing a strong family culture that embraces innovation, creativity, and a team
atmosphere.
We are continuously seeking out the best and the brightest to become an integral part
of a life-long opportunity and contribute to a vibrant future at our company. At Reko, we
invest in our people and give them the tools they need to achieve success by offering
apprenticeship programs, tuition reimbursement, and referral bonuses.
Adhering to our core values of respect, customer focus, innovation, flexibility, teamwork,
honesty, and dedication, we work creatively to ensure that our customers get what they
request, on time. We will maximize value for all stakeholders. Our supportive family
culture means that we embrace diversity; that we work together; and that we enjoy lots
of social events together too.
Don’t wait! Join our family today!

